YOUR ONE DAY Transforms THEIR EVERY DAY
Convoy of Hope’s One Day to Feed the World is a simple way for you, your friends, and your family to transform the lives of those who are impoverished, hungry, and suffering.

By giving one day’s wage, you provide children — and in many cases, their families — with nutritious food, access to safe drinking water, and an opportunity for a brighter future through training and education.

One Day levels the playing field by asking equal sacrifice, not equal giving.

WORK ONE DAY, GIVE ONE DAY
We are a faith-based, nonprofit organization that has helped more than 250 million people worldwide through programs such as:

**Children’s Feeding**

**Agriculture**

**Women’s Empowerment**

**Disaster Services**

**Rural Initiatives**

**Community Events**
In dozens of countries around the world, hundreds of thousands of children in school are receiving nutritious food and better access to clean drinking water.
DID YOU KNOW?

More than 783 million people are currently facing chronic hunger worldwide. Of that, 333 million do not know where their next meal is coming from.

An estimated 479 million Africans will be living in extreme poverty by 2030. That’s nearly 30% of the entire continent.*

Like you, Convoy of Hope finds this unacceptable.

We believe every life has value. Because of that, we are determined to bring help and hope to those who are hurting.

*Statistics obtained from reports published by the UN World Food Programme and the World Bank Group.
THE WORST HUNGER CRISIS IN 50 YEARS

We’re in a race for hope, and the clock is ticking. Each minute we delay, communities in Africa are withering. Lives and souls are at stake. The realities are grim, the imagery haunting.

Parched land.
Skeletal herds.
Sunken faces.

The need feels overwhelming. How can we possibly make a difference for areas in Africa that are experiencing the greatest hunger crisis the world has seen in 50 years?

But, like daybreak, hope is dawning.

We believe God has uniquely positioned Convoy of Hope for such a time as this. For 30 years, we’ve been building partnerships and an infrastructure that allows us to respond where needed most.

But we’re not simply responding with relief supplies. We plan to walk alongside people who are suffering — helping them become the architects of their own solutions.

Join us and use your one day to change their every day.
Naomi’s Story

Kenya is a country in contrast. It hosts one of Africa’s most dynamic tech scenes, while some in Kenya’s rural north have never seen a cellphone or a TV. The productive farms of the highlands are worlds away from the semi-arid lowlands. The shining skyscrapers in Nairobi rise over poverty-stricken and densely packed slums.

Naomi and her family live in one of the most dangerous slums in Nairobi — Mathare Valley. Mathare is more densely populated than Manhattan, and even more so because most structures in Mathare are single-story.

These makeshift shelters barely stand upright. Trash and waste cover the streets.
Residents have little to no access to clean water. Disease spreads rapidly. Food is scarce.

Illegal alcohol is made there and placed in barrels. People drink from these barrels to stop the gnawing pains of hunger. The highly flammable barrels occasionally explode, further exacerbating the already dangerous living conditions.

But there is hope for Naomi’s future. She attends school at a Convoy of Hope program center where she receives regular, nutritious meals. This school is outside of the slum, so she’s safe during the day. The team who works there understands how difficult life is for students outside of school hours. They work hard to create a safe and supportive environment.

Despite the complications of where she lives, Naomi is enthusiastic about life. When a Convoy of Hope team visited her
school, Naomi performed a dance she’d been practicing. When asked why, she said, “I wanted to say thank you and put a smile on their faces!”

Thanks to generous donors, staff, and volunteers, this young girl — and more than 500,000 other children in thousands of communities across the globe — will have a greater opportunity to break the cycle of poverty in their families, once and for all.
SHARE YOUR STORY

No matter what you do for a living, you can transform lives.

Share the good work you and Convoy of Hope are doing to help children and their families.

Proudly wear your sticker on the day you have chosen to work for the hungry. The sticker will create opportunities for meaningful conversations with people you see throughout the day.

Be sure to tag Convoy of Hope on your social media platforms!

@convoyofhope
Calculate how much you make each workday, and set that amount as your *One Day to Feed the World* giving goal. Then give your gift. It’s that easy!

*One Day* is about equal sacrifice, not equal giving.

What does that mean? No matter what you make, you play a significant role in transforming people’s lives.

Give via mail:  
P.O. Box 1125  
Springfield, MO 65801

Give online:  
convoyofhope.org/oneday
Convoy of Hope was founded in 1994 by the Donaldson family. Their inspiration for starting the organization can be traced back to the many people who helped their family after their father, Harold, was killed by a drunk driver in 1969.

Today, more than 250 million people have been served throughout the world by Convoy of Hope. We are proud that we work through businesses, government agencies, churches, and other nonprofits to provide help and hope to those who are impoverished, hungry, and hurting.